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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No: _______________________ 

C. U. SHAH UNIVERSITY 

Winter Examination-2022 

 

Subject Name: Fundamentals of Writing 
 

Subject Code: 4AH01FOW1           Branch: B.A. (English) 
       

Semester: 1        Date: 10/01/2023   Time: 11:00 To 02:00   Marks: 70 
 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 

(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1  Attempt the following questions: 

 
(14)  

 a)   A sentence that makes a statement or assertion is called a _____sentence 

A  declarative                 B. interrogative         C. exclamatory 

 

 b)  A sentence that expresses a command or advice is called a ____ sentence 

A  portative   B.       imperative          C. exclamatory 
 

 

 c)    A sentence that expresses sudden feeling is called a _____ sentence 

A. declarative B .interrogative      C. iii) exclamatory  
 

 

 d)   4. A sentence that carries a question is called a _____ sentence 

A  declarative       B. interrogative  C  exclamatory 
 

 

 e)  A sentence that expresses prayer or wishes is called a _____ sentence 

A portative B. imperative C. declarative 
 

 

 f)  . -ing is used in which form of the tense? 

A. simple B continuous C. perfect 
 

 

 g)  Past participle is used in ____ form of the tense. 

A. simple B. continuous C. perfect 
 

 

 h)  ______ tense is used to express routine work or universal truth. 

A. ) simple  B. continuous C. perfect 
 

 

 i)  He has completed his work is a sentence written in _____ tense. 

A. present perfect B. past perfect C. future perfect 
 

 

 j)  Ravina was watching that film is a sentence written in _____ tense 

A. present continuous B. past continuous C. future continuous 
 

 

 k)  Stories are usually written in ____ tense 

A present B. past C. future 
 

 

 l)  ____ is used as the completion of a sentence. 

A full stop B. comma C.  colon 
 

 

 m)  A ____ occurs at the beginning of a word to form a meaning. 

A. affix B. suffix C. prefix 
 

 

 n)  The word comprehension means _____. 

A. understanding B. reading C. writing 

 
 

 

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 
 

Q-2  Attempt all questions (14) 

 A Name the form of the tenses. 07 
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1) They have picked some flowers just now. 

2) I was reading newspaper yesterday morning. 

3) Sham reads English book daily. 

4) My brother had been crying yesterday since morning. 

5) Neha will have decorated her room tomorrow by evening. 

6) We shall have been watching movie tomorrow since afternoon. 

7) They played cricket. 

 B Fill the following blanks. 

My mother______(tell) me her daydream. Someday when my 

father____(have) a lot of money. He ______ (will+ buy) diamond earring 

for her. _____(see), she ____(pull) her ear. These _____(pierce) when I 

____(was/were) 15. 

07 

    

Q-3  Attempt all questions (14) 

 A Form the word by adding Suffixes. 

1)ill   2) sad 3) punish 4) care 5) pain   6) slow   7) job 
07 

 B Form the word by adding Prefixes 

1) code 2) like 3) justice 4) understand 5) day   6) sense 7) possible 
07 

    

Q-4  Attempt all questions (14) 
 A  Write a short note on: Primary Auxiliaries- Be Do and Have 07 

 B Answer the question in brief.  

1) How many main tenses are there in English Language? 

2) Last year, Shina _____not invite us in his party. 

A) does     B) do    C) did 

3) Which punctuation mark is used to separate more than two words? 

4) Give two examples of exclamatory sentence. 

5) They did not identified the person who cheated them. Find out error in 

this sentence. 

6) How many Primary Auxiliaries in English Language? 

7) Add a prefix and suffix to the word “Conscious”. 

07 

    

Q-5  Attempt all questions (14) 

 A Punctuate the following. 

1) lucy went clothes shopping she bought a lovely new skirt 

2) despite the fact i hate maths i quite like learning about fraction 

3 do you still want to keep your teddy bear 

4) look it‟s a car 

5) i m visiting four cities this summer Rome Florence Paris and Seville 

6) katie was hungry she hadnt eaten all day 

7) the girls toy truck had broken 

07 

 B (B) What is sentence? Explain its types with examples. 07 

    

Q-6  Attempt all questions (14) 
 A Write the meaning of the following proverbs and turn into sentence. 

1) A Bad Workman Always Blames His Tools. 

2) A Bird in the Hand is Worth Two in the Bush. 

3) Absence Make the Heart Grow Founder. 

4) Action Speaks Louder Than Words. 

5) Adversity and Loss Make a Man Wise. 

6) A Fool and His Money Are Soon Parted. 

7) A Journey of a Thousand Miles Begins with a Single Step. 

   14 
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Q-7  Attempt all questions (14) 
 A Give one-word substitution for the following sentences. 

1)  One who is not sure about God‟s existence. 

2) One who makes an official examination of accounts. 

3) An arrangement of flowers that is usually given as a present. 

4) A System of government by the whole population or all the eligible 

members of a state, typically through elected representatives. 

5) One who does not express himself freely. 

6) Who behave without moral principles. 

7) A Person who speaks more than one language. 

 

07 

 B Write an essay on Importance of conservation of water 

 
07 

    

Q-8  Attempt all questions (14) 

 A Develop the following outline into a story and suggest a suitable title.    

A lion resting in a jungle- A mouse rolls over the lion-The lion catches it- 

the mouse asks to be pardoned –the lion caught in a trap –roars for help –the 

mouse cuts the net-the lion rescued. 

 

07 

 B Read the following paragraph and answer the question below. 
The first environment that the child gets is provided by his mother. Research 

has revealed that all of us from our basic character in the first five years of 

our lives. In these five years, our association is almost entirely with our 

mothers. Thus, if the mother is wise, loving and compassionate, then the 

child also acquires the same qualities. However, if the mother is lazy and 

lacking in creativity and ability, the child also turns to be inferior. Most of 

the parents prefer to pass orders to their children which irritate the children. 

Parents must remember that a child is entirely a reflection of the 

environment that is provided to him/her. The next environment that child is 

subjected to is the school. The job of the teacher is to provide knowledge, to 

ensure that this knowledge is readily accepted by the child‟s brain, and to 

inspire. The choice of knowledge provided must be such that helps a child to 

acquire skills which will make him/her live joyously on earth. 

 

1. How is mother‟s role important in the life of a child? 

2 What is the duty of a teacher? 

3. Whose role is the most important in a child‟s life? A Teacher or a mother. 

4. What irritates a child the most? 

5. Which kind of knowledge should be provided to a child? 

6. Give synonyms of the words „lazy‟ and „wise‟. 

7. Give appropriate title to the passage. 

 

 

 

07 

    
 


